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7.1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Significant growth has been registered by the Indian mutual fund industry since inception. The growth is reflected in respect of increase in asset under management (AUM), resource mobilization, increase in the number of mutual funds and schemes, increase in the volume of transactions done by mutual funds in the stock market and etc. The summary of findings on the basis of the objectives of the study is pointed out below:

A. Findings addressing objective No. 1

1. The Indian mutual fund industry has registered significant growth in AUM. The total amount of AUM which was only ₹ 25 crores in 1964 increased to ₹ 5,92,250 crores by the end of March 2011 with a CAGR of 23.9% over the period. However, during the study period the industry maintains almost the same CAGR (21.77%).

2. Consistent growth was not found in respect of AUM in Indian mutual fund industry during the period of study. There was consistent growth in AUM up to 2007-08 (AUM ₹ 5,05,152 crores). It declined by 17.39% in 2008-09 (AUM ₹ 4, 17,300 crores) because of the impact of global financial meltdown. The situation was improved gradually in 2009-10 (AUM ₹ 6,13,979 crores), but again there was a fall of 3.53% in 2010-11(AUM ₹ 5,92,250) because of strict regulatory norms. At present due to investor awareness programmes and emphasis on protection of investors interest the AUM follows a positive trend and stood at ₹ 8,16,657 crores by the end of March 2013, registering 37.89% increase from 2010-11. Thus, AUM has no doubt increased significantly, but the growth was not consistent.

3. It is noticed that the Private sector mutual funds acquired the lion’s share in AUM (80.87%) than the Public sector mutual funds (19.13%) during the period under study. The share in AUM of Public sector mutual funds was less
because of delayed decision making on various important matters, UTI split up in 2003, global financial crisis and etc.

4. In regard to AUM, consistent growth was noticed in case of all the selected mutual funds except in the year of financial crisis (2008-09). This is observed that DSP Black Rock Mutual Fund, ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund, Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund, Reliance Mutual Fund and Tata Mutual Fund maintained a CAGR of about 30%, 29%, 36%, 55% and 47% respectively in AUM during the period of study.

5. It is found that open ended funds (56.26%) outperformed closed-ended funds (18.62%) and others (25.12%) during the period of study in terms of AUM. This is because of the preference of open ended funds by the investors due to its liquidity over closed-ended and other funds.

6. Net resource mobilization by mutual funds has increased significantly over the years. UTI enjoyed monopoly in respect of resource mobilization up to 1986-87 before the entry of Public sector and Private sector in the industry. The UTI’s growth index (G.I) was greater than unity (>1) except in 1974-75 (G.I 0.74), indicating that the UTI has gained confidence of the investors. The UTI lost its ground after the entry of Public sector and Private sector into the industry. Gradually, the private sector became the leader of the industry holding the maximum share in net resource mobilization (90.71%) followed by the public sector (9.79%) and UTI (-0.50%). During the study period, positive growth was found in respect of resource mobilization up to 2007-08. But it declined in 2008-09 and again in 2010-11 because of financial meltdown leading to high redemptions.

7. In respect of net resource mobilization, open ended schemes (70.47%) outperformed closed-ended schemes (31.58%) and interval schemes (-2.05%) during the period of study. Also income/debt oriented schemes (67.28%) performed better than the other types of schemes.

8. Significant growth has been noticed in respect of volume of transactions on stock exchanges by mutual funds during the period of study. In the equity market, the gross purchases increased at a CAGR of 29% and gross sales increased at a CAGR of 27%. On the other hand, in the debt market, gross purchases as well as gross sales increased at a CAGR of 36%.
9. Significant growth is found in respect of number of mutual funds and number of schemes. The Indian mutual fund industry was started in 1964 with only one player (UTI) and only one scheme (US-64). The number of mutual funds has increased to 47 and the number of schemes has increased to 1131 by the end of March 31, 2011. At present there are more than 6000 schemes offered by different mutual funds in India.

B. Findings addressing objective No. 2.

10 Mutual funds in India have been following the normal principles of accounting and reporting common to other business, under SEBI’s supervision. They are complying with the accounting principles and practices as provided by the relevant Acts and Schedule IX, XI and XII of SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996. Mutual funds in India follow the Indian GAAP and the relevant accounting standards set out by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) They prepare revenue account, balance sheet, cash flow statement, trustee report, audit report etc. in order to disclose the relevant facts.

11 The study reveals that there is no settled law or specific accounting standards in India for mutual fund business. The accounting policy of mutual fund involves the selection of certain specific methods of measuring and reporting of financial information from available alternatives. Absence of a uniform system of accounting has made the accounting information of different funds incomparable.

12 Mutual funds in India state fixed assets at the cost of acquisition less accumulated depreciation. But lack of uniformity was found in the use of method of depreciation. Some mutual funds use straight line method (SLM) and some use written down value method (WDV). Earlier UTI followed the SLM of depreciation but now it has changed it to WDV method. DSP Black Rock Mutual Fund and Reliance Mutual fund follow the WDV method while ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund, Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund and Tata Mutual Fund follow the SLM of depreciation.

13 Regarding disclosure requirement, the study reveals that the statutory disclosures are made by mutual funds but violation of guidelines are rampant. In respect to NAV disclosure, it is found that mutual funds in India publish the
NAV of schemes on a regular basis, but not daily. They disclose the latest NAV data and NAV history in their websites as well as they submit the NAV data regularly to AMFI.

14 It is found that there are several undisclosed facts which are to be unearthed by audit committee are ignored. Mutual funds are not stating clearly in their advertisements about investment objectives, performance record, right pricing and redemption provisions.

15 The study finds that the grievance redressal cell of various mutual funds was not functioning properly. In the year 2010-11, the number of pending complaints and the number of complaints received during the year by Reliance Mutual Fund were 25 and 11354 respectively, ICICI Mutual Fund were 39 and 941 respectively, Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund 722 and 608 respectively, Tata Mutual Fund 4 and 178 respectively, DSP Black Rock Mutual Fund zero and 2240 respectively. The complaints were received in respect of non-receipt of dividend timely, non-receipt of redemption proceeds, delayed interest payment on redemption, non-receipt of unit certificate and etc. It indicates inadequate compliance of accounting principles. Violation of guidelines was also found in respect of segregation of earnings by SBI Mutual Fund, LIC Mutual Fund and BOI Mutual Fund.

16 The study finds that investors are not in a convenient zone for getting the requisite information about mutual funds centrally. Sources of information about mutual funds are large and isolated but not centralized which creates problem to compare funds. Further, SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations provide that mutual funds should publish the periodical disclosures in one English-language daily newspaper circulating throughout the country as well as in the regional language where the main office of the fund is located. But it is unfortunate that almost all the mutual fund’s head offices are located in one place i.e. Mumbai. So a large portion of investors all over the country are in a danger zone in respect of mutual fund’s information details.

17 The study finds that mutual funds in India comply with the accounting and disclosure norms properly but the thing is that sometimes the spirit of compliance was found violated. It is found that all mutual funds have not yet followed up all the regulations as prescribed by SEBI. In respect of portfolio breakdown, some mutual funds provide portfolio breakdown to investor upon
request. Many instances were there in the past about the violation of disclosure norms in many respects by mutual funds. Earlier mutual funds were not serious about disclosure of risk factor of their schemes. It is only in recent years that they are showing the risk factor in an investment.

C. Findings addressing objective No. 3

18 As compared to the Fund’s average, 43% schemes earned better return, 57% schemes were more risky, 47% schemes performed better in terms of Sharpe ratio, 53% in terms of Treynor ratio and only 30% schemes in terms of Jensen alpha during the study period.

19 It is found that out of the 30 schemes studied, 7 schemes (i.e. 23.33%) performed better than the market from return point of view. The return of DSP Black Rock Balanced Fund-G (1.7322), ICICI Prudential FMCG-G (1.7697), ICICI Prudential Balanced Fund-G (1.8866), Kotak 50-G (2.1904), Reliance Growth –G (2.8034), Tata Opportunities Fund G (1.6845) and Tata Balanced Fund-G (1.4790) is higher than the market return (1.4758). The top performer is Reliance Growth- G (2.8034) and Worst performance is seen in case of Reliance Income Fund-D (-0.0004). Also the income schemes of the fund could not perform well as against the benchmark return during the period of study.

20 The study finds that the total risk of the selected schemes ranges from 0.1936 to 9.3538. The most risky scheme was Reliance Vision Fund-B with the highest standard deviation of 9.3538 and the least risky scheme was Kotak Liquid Fund-G with the lowest standard deviation of (0.1936) during the period of study.

21 The study concluded that all the selected 30 schemes have defensive beta (<1), indicating that the schemes were less risky than the market. However, out of the 30 schemes, 17 (56.67%) schemes were more risky than the other schemes in terms of beta. The value of beta was the highest in case of Reliance Vision-B (0.9831) and the lowest in case of Kotak Liquid Fund-G (0.0051). Also, the diversifiable risk (DR) of all the schemes was positive because of poor diversification.

22 From co-efficient of determination (R²) point of view, out of the 30 schemes, only 7 schemes (23.33%) have reasonably exploited the diversification
strategy in order to form their portfolio and therefore, they have little scope for diversification \((R^2 > 0.75)\). \(R^2\) value was lower in case of income schemes of all the selected mutual funds indicating that the schemes were not adopting the diversification strategy properly and there was scope for further diversification.

Out of 30 selected schemes, M-squared \((M^2)\) values of 14 schemes (46.67%) were positive, out of which 9 schemes (64.29%) showed superior performance \((M^2\) higher than 1) and 5 schemes (35.71%) showed average performance. The performance of the remaining 16 schemes (53.33%) was poor. Reliance Growth-G remained the top performer (2.6162).

The analysis of Sharpe ratio finds that out of the 30 schemes, 15 schemes (50%) have positive Sharpe ratio. Out of these 15 schemes, 7 schemes (46.67%) have outperformed the market Sharpe ratio (0.1110) and 8 schemes (53.33%) shows average performance. The 7 outperformers were DSP Black Rock Balanced Fund –G (0.1869), ICICI Prudential Balanced Fund-G (0.1656), ICICI Prudential FMCG-G (0.1463), Kotak 50-G (0.2498), Reliance Growth (0.2790), Reliance Vision Fund-B (0.1564) and Tata Balanced fund-G (0.1271). Reliance Growth-G (0.2790) was the top performer and Reliance Liquid Fund-G (-1.3783) was the worst performer.

According to Treynor Ratio, out of the 30 schemes, 16 schemes (53.33%) were able to maintain a positive Treynor ratio. However, only 5 schemes (31.25%) outperformed the market. The outperformers include Reliance Growth-G (2.4510), DSP Black Rock Balanced Fund –G(1.4632), ICICI Prudential FMCG-D(2.1862), Kotak 50-G(1.8504) and Reliance Vision Fund-B(1.0842) as against the market Treynor ratio of 0.8413, 1.0289, 2.1613,1.6503,and 0.5087 respectively. Reliance Growth –G (2.4510) again holds the first rank and DSP Black Rock Bond Fund-D, the least rank (-22.3770). The performance of 11 schemes was average and the performance of the remaining 14 schemes was poor because of negative Treynor ratio during the study period.

The result of Jensen alpha indicates that out of the 30 schemes, only 9 (30%) schemes performed better than the market. The Jensen alpha was positive in case of DSP Black Rock Equity Fund-D (0.0476), DSP Black Rock Balanced Fund-G (0.4832), ICICI Prudential FMCG-G (0.6520), ICICI Prudential
FMCG-D (0.3200), ICICI Prudential Balanced-G(0.2910), Kotak 50-G (0.5055), Reliance Growth –G (1.4145), Tata Balanced Fund-G (0.2294) and Tata Equity Opportunities Fund-G (0.1603). The fund managers of these schemes were able to manage the funds with superior management skills. Here also, Reliance Growth –G holds the first position with the highest value of Jensen alpha (1.4145).

Sharpe differential return measure concludes that the fund managers of only 7 schemes (23.33%) performed well in respect of selection of securities and diversification. Positive SDR was found in case of DSP Black Rock Balanced Fund-G (0.4290), ICICI Prudential FMCG-G (0.2316), ICICI Prudential Balanced Fund-G (0.1409), Kotak 50-G (0.3408), Reliance Growth-G (1.1960), Tata Equity Opportunities Fund –G (0.0652) and Tata Balanced Fund-G (0.1483). Reliance Growth –G was able to hold the first rank under this measure also.

The result of Fama’s Net Selectivity finds that 7 schemes (23.33%) out of 30 have outperformed the market. In the case of these schemes the return as well as the net selectivity was positive. This indicates that the fund managers of these schemes were able to earn better return due to superior stock selection ability. The stock selection ability of the fund managers of the remaining 23 schemes (76.67%) was found poor. As per this measure also, Reliance Growth-G topped the list.

7.2. SUGGESTIONS

1. Investor’s awareness about mutual funds should be enhanced by arranging more and more investor education programmes by SEBI and mutual fund companies. Wide publicity, workshops, seminars, leaflets etc. may be useful for providing more awareness about mutual funds.

2. Mutual funds should take appropriate measures to build confidence in the existing as well as the target investors. They should ensure the investors about better return with lower risk and better customer service. Transparency in operation may be helpful in this regard.

3. Mutual funds should penetrate into rural and semi-urban markets in order to cover potential investors of vast section of society. In this respect mutual
funds may expand their branches in rural and semi-urban areas and may employ agents from those areas.

4. SEBI should be given autonomy in real terms and power to fight for investor protection. It should be free from any influence from government or any other institution or Act in order to ensure that funds are complying with the spirit as well as the letter of all regulations and norms.

5. Mutual funds, SEBI and AMFI should make their research cell more active to conduct more and more research on different crucial areas such as market forecasting, risk management, transparency, fair disclosure and etc.

6. AMFI should be given the status of Self Regulatory Organization (SRO) soon for better regulation of mutual funds in India.

7. Mutual funds should ensure authentic and timely disclosure of relevant information to the investors. Uniform accounting policies should be evolved. SEBI should standardize the accounting practices of mutual funds. Convergence of Indian accounting standards with IFRS and the SEC guidelines on record keeping in USA may be useful in this respect.

8. As investors are not in a convenient zone for getting the relevant information centrally, SEBI should introduce a system of increased data access like the SEC’s EDGAR (Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval) system in the United States.

9. SEBI should institute a requirement that a mutual fund must file copies of all required disclosures in all of the major languages spoken in India as well as for any city in which the fund’s distributors have a presence.

10. Investors’ grievance redressal cell should be more active so that the grievances may be redressed within a very short period of time as far as possible in order to avoid pending up of grievances. In this regard, like banking, Mutual Funds Ombudsman may be introduced for quick settlement of grievances.

11. Fund managers should give more emphasis on developing their skill and ability in respect of stock selection and diversification. To this end, mutual funds, SEBI and AMFI should conduct more and more research on skill development in respect of market forecasting, risk management and so on.

12. In order to gain/regain investor’s confidence, all AMC’s should give due emphasis on efficient market timing, security selection and diversification so as to maintain consistency in performance.
13. As a measure to develop and train the fund managers of the underperformed funds/schemes, the SEBI and AMFI may arrange workshops/seminars where outperformed fund managers from within the country as well as from abroad may be invited to share their experience.

14. Fund managers should take care of the bullish and bearish trend of the market in order to form their portfolios. In the bull-run, investments may be made in debt securities, while in the bear-run, investment in equities may be safe.

15. Mutual funds may provide loan facility to investors against mutual fund units in order to attract more customers.

16. It is found that a fund manager is managing a large number of schemes at a time. This creates a problem in taking care of managing various aspects of all the schemes. It is suggested that a fund manager should be entrusted with the management of a single scheme, for its better management.

17. Unfair trade practices, alluring advertisements etc. should be controlled by strengthening regulations.

18. SEBI may ask the AMC’s about the reasons of continuous underperformance of a particular scheme and may stipulate some time for improving performance. If it is not improved, the scheme may be discontinued.

19. Mutual funds and SEBI should think for simplification of KYC norms and PAN card requirement so as to ease greater participation of investors.

20. Availability of large number of schemes is a hindering factor of mutual funds growth as investors are often confused with the wide variety of schemes. They are facing selection problem. So a nation-wide survey should be conducted by mutual funds while launching any new scheme so as to introduce investor-friendly products.

7.3. SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The scope of mutual funds is vast. Mutual funds cover a wide range of activities and functions. It is not possible and feasible also to cover the various aspects of mutual funds in a single study. The present study is confined to performance analysis of only a few schemes of a few mutual funds. It ignores various other important aspects of mutual funds which have direct or indirect relation with performance also. So there is
ample scope for further research on mutual funds. Some important areas where research can be conducted are mentioned as under:

a. Performance Analysis of Mutual Funds considering the impact of brokerage, commission, taxes and inflation.
b. Impact of Mergers and Acquisitions on Mutual Funds’ Performance
c. Analysis of Money Market Mutual Funds (MMMFs) in India.
e. The Role of FIIs on the Development of Mutual Fund Industry in India.
f. Marketing Strategy of Mutual Funds.
g. Role of Offshore Mutual Funds in India.
h. Developing suitable Accounting and Disclosure Practices of Mutual Funds in India.
i. Fund Managers’ skill development for efficient diversification and stock selection.
j. Developing a suitable Benchmark for Mutual funds Performance Evaluation.

7.4. CONCLUSION

During the ten (10) years study period (1st April 2001 to 31st March 2011), significant growth has been noticed in Indian Mutual Fund Industry in terms of asset under management, resource mobilization, transactions in stock exchange by mutual funds, number of mutual funds and number of schemes. The rising household savings, comprehensive regulatory framework, favourable tax policies, variety of products, investor education campaign, and positive role of distributors and above all the launch of economic reforms in 1990 have contributed a lot for the impressive growth of mutual fund industry in India. The AUM registered a CAGR of 22 percent during the period in spite of facing the depressed market conditions caused by global financial crisis. The UTI lost its significance because of failure of its US-64 scheme, while the private sector gained investors’ confidence. During the study period, the private sector acquired the lion’s share in AUM (81%) as against their counterpart the public sector (19%). Out of the selected mutual funds, the share of Reliance Mutual Fund in AUM
was the highest (39%), followed by ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund (30%), Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund (11%), DSP Black Rock Mutual Fund (10%) and Tata Mutual Fund (10%). The open ended funds were in demand than the closed ended funds. The share of open ended funds in AUM was about 75% than the closed ended funds (25%). Again, income/debt oriented schemes acquired the highest share (43%) in AUM as against the growth/equity oriented schemes (28%), balanced schemes (4%) and others (25%). During the period, though there was substantial increase in gross resource mobilization (CAGR 49%), but there was high redemptions in 2008-09 and also in 2010-11 because of the impact of financial meltdown which hit the stock market badly. The UTI enjoyed monopoly in respect of resource mobilization up to 1986-87 (Growth index 54.72), but after the entry of public sector and private sector in to the industry, this monopoly was broken and hence its growth index of resource mobilization came down to 1.87 in 1988-89, 0.93 in 1994-95, -1.30 in 2002-03 and -2.68 in 2010-11. Impacted by the financial crisis, the growth index of public sector and private sector was also sometimes positive and sometimes negative during the study period. Hence, the industry was fighting to maintain the net resource mobilization positive. Also, remarkable growth was noticed in respect of mutual funds transactions on stock exchanges, number of fund houses and number of schemes. During the study period, the gross purchases in the equity market have increased at a CAGR of 29.04%, while the gross sales increased at a CAGR of 27.10%. On the other hand, in the case of the debt market, the gross purchases and gross sales has increased at a CAGR of 36.69% and 36.71% respectively. The number of mutual funds and the number of schemes maintained a CAGR of 3.33% and 11.72% respectively during the study period. The increase in the number of mutual funds was due to the entry of new international and private sector players in the industry. The number of schemes has increased because of launch of a wide variety of schemes like liquid/money market schemes, gilt, debt, ELSS, balanced ETFs, fund of fund schemes etc. by various mutual funds.

Mutual funds in India follow the traditional accounting policies and practices which are common to other businesses. Though the mutual funds altogether a separate type of organization, but there is no separate system of accounting for mutual funds in India. They follow the GAAP and accounting standards set out by the ICAI. In fact, absence of accounting norms has created a problem in comparing the accounting
information of different mutual funds in the true sense. Availability of many alternatives in respect of investment valuation, treatment of income and expenses, depreciation etc. has made the accounting statements of different mutual funds incomparable. On the one hand, there is no specific set of accounting principles and standards meant for mutual funds in India and on the other hand whatever guidelines and regulations have been stipulated by the SEBI for accounting and disclosure requirements, these were also violated many times by various mutual funds. In fact a strong regulatory framework is highly needed to regulate the functioning of mutual funds in any country. Mutual fund industry in India is not weak in respect of regulations and guidelines, rather the industry is rich in this regard. The fact is that there are innumerable guidelines and regulations prescribed by various agencies such as Ministry of Finance Government of India, RBI, UTI and SEBI which often lead to chaos and complexities and left several loopholes opened for the mutual funds. In fact, the various misdeeds, distortions and violations of guidelines are due to the absence of strict regulatory Act for mutual funds. Therefore, enactment of a separate Act only for regulation of mutual fund industry in India is utmost need of the hour. However, in the context of accounting and disclosure practices, the SEBI has forwarded a bunch of regulations and guidelines for accounting and disclosure practices, but it is still to go a long way to ensure systematic and transparent, quantitative and qualitative information. In order to increase credibility and comparability of accounting information, a separate system of accounting for mutual funds should be developed converging the Indian accounting standards with the IFRS and keeping line with the SEC guidelines on record keeping in USA.

The performance of the selected schemes was analyzed in terms of risk-return relationship using the leading performance evaluation measures like Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, Jensen alpha, Sharpe differential return, M-M measure and Fama’s net selectivity. In order to calculate return of the selected schemes, the monthly adjusted NAVs are used for the period from April 2001 to March 2011. The schemes’ returns are compared with the market return (BSE-100) and the public sector banks’ fixed deposit rate (9%) as the risk-free rate. During the study period only seven (7) schemes out-performed the market under various measures. As per ranking Reliance Growth-G listed the top performance under various measures, other out-performers were DSP Black Rock Balanced Fund-G, ICICI Prudential FMCG-G, ICICI Prudential Balanced
Fund-G, Kotak 50-G, Tata Equity Opportunities Fund-G and Tata Balanced Fund-G. However, the study reported underperformance of the majority of the schemes out of the selected thirty (30) schemes, low average beta, miss-match of the risk and return in case of many schemes, failure to out-perform the market in terms of Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, SDR, Jensen alpha and Fama’s net selectivity. The poor performance of the schemes can be attributed to the lack of professional management skills, the fund managers’ inability to read market conditions correctly, poor stock selection and inadequate diversification etc.

To sum up, it can be said that Indian mutual fund industry, despite its limitations during the earlier periods, is likely to become one of the best options for investment by small investors. However, it is worth mentioning that for better performance of the Indian mutual fund industry, regulatory measures in regard to operations of mutual fund business and standardized accounting and disclosure issues need to be addressed properly.